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orson scott card is arguably the most successful and
certainly one of the most talented writers of fiction the LDS

community has yet produced for a mormon audience he has
produced several short stories a number of plays a historical
novel saints originally published as A woman of destiny
winner of the 1985 award for best novel from the association
for mormon letters and an assortment ofmiscellaneousofmiscellaneous items
including saintspeakSaintspeak a humorous dictionary ofLDS terms and
scripts for many of the popular video and audio tapes on LDS

church history and scripture card is perhaps best known
however for his science fiction and fantasy over sixty short
stories many of which have been collected into his recent
omnibus volume maps in a mirror and over a dozen novels
including the award winning enders game and speakerforspeaker rorforrof
the dead the yet to be completed tales ogalvinofalvin maker series
based on the life of joseph smith the new homecoming

series the memory of earth and the call onearthofearthof earth published
so far and lost boys a recent excursion into mainstream
horror A several times winner of the prestigious hugo nebula
and world fantasy awards card is clearly an important figure
within the science fiction and fantasy landscape notable not
only for his popularity but also for the high standards of quality
in his work

in the image of god theme characterization and lands-
cape in the fiction of orson scott card by michael collings
represents the first book length study of cards fiction though
numerous shorter articles have appeared As such it deserves
particular attention not only for its own sake but also because
it sets an agenda of sorts for future card studies each of the
seven chapters stands almost as a separate essay on some aspect
of the broad triple focus of the title theme characterization
landscape but together they create a suggestive carefully
drawn picture of cards writing as a wholeawholewhoieawhile as well as provide
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interesting observations on a number of individual works
throughout collings focuses attention on elements that are
clearly central to a proper understanding of cards work yet
not so obvious as to preclude the possibility of fruitful and
intriguing commentary for someone who is interested in
exploring the manifold implications and ideas in cards work
this volume is a good place to start

it is often considered unsophisticated or at least
unfashionable to look too closely at authors ideas about their
own work and certainly it is important not to mistake an
authors views for authoritative pronouncements however
critics cannot properly ignore information about the conceptual
context within which such writing projects are shaped particu-
larly when that information sheds light on important ideas in
the works themselves thus one ofthe most important services
collings provides is to make the reader aware of the large body
of writing card has produced on his own writing on the
practice of writing in general card is author of a book on
characterization in science fiction and fantasy and on other
writers works by quoting cards words and relating them to
the practice of cards fiction collings creates a context for
understanding precisely what card is attempting to accomplish
in his work and for judging his success in that project particu-
larly interesting are cards observations on the role of
storytelling in the life of the community discussed in chap 2

to see the world the poets way which are highlighted by
his three critical terms crimickcritickcritick epick and mytnickmythickmy thick each of
these represents a different level ofbelief in reading stories the
critickalcritickal mode is that of the detached reader the epick that of
readers whofindwho nindfind a story true for their own group for example
fiction that embodies a particularly mormon experience of
the world and the mythickmytnickmythick that of readers who believe a story
is true for all human beings cards own fiction is focused on
creating belief on the latter two levels hence the central
importance of storytelling to card as opposed to the stylistic
concerns that drive many other writers this emphasis on
storytelling is also at least according to collings one of the
keys to understanding the effectiveness ofcards fiction which
is powerful because it allows readers to see the world as the
poet sees it and live by the changes that will then irrevocably
taking place in them 41
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one of the most significant elements in cards worldworldviewworidviewview is
his strong commitment to LDS ideals andbeliefs a commitment
that finds its way into his science fiction and fantasy as well as
his overtly mormon fiction collings who is himself LDS

spends much of the book arguing the importance of these
elements in cards fiction and tracing their appearance in
specific works chapter 3 farther in and farther up
mormonism science fiction and orson scott card discusses
cards book of mormon style the messianic focus of such
works asenderssenders game and speakerforSpeaker for the dead the descrip-
tion ofamericaofamerica as the promised land in cards folk odtheoftheof the fringe
stories and the use ofjosephofjoseph smiths life story and early events
from american history in the tales of alvin maker series
throughout cards fiction collings argues both in his more
and in his less explicitly LDS influenced work the focus is
not on preaching but on inviting readers into an essentially
mormon world 74 one of cards tools in constructing
such mormon worlds are landscapes described in chap 7
which according to collings can be interpreted literally
allegorically analogically and anagogically the traditional four
levels of medieval exegesis in terms of LDS elements the
explicitly LDS historical setting of saints the science fiction
marvels of the worthing and ender stories which can be seen
as standing for spiritual counterparts and the worlds of treason
folk of the fringe and the alvin maker stories in which the
landscape itselfblends with the human characters in the fulfil-
lment of their individual and collective destinies card thus
represents in his attempts to blend science fiction and fantasy
with his own christian beliefs a kind of latter day saint
C S lewis though the comparison is perhaps unfortunate in
light of lewiss tendency at times to sacrifice story on the altar
of theology a temptation card generally resists

these sections are clearly of particular interest for LDS

readers of cards work and may help create a broader under-
standing of the LDS implications of his work for non LDS

readers as well unfortunately much of collingssCollingss discussion
is handicapped by the absence of any clear exposition of
some basic LDS beliefs including the doctrine of human
divinity which seems central to cards worthing stories and to
many of his other stories as well it is hard to perceive the
particularly LDS twist to cards use ofChchristieristic patterns without
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an understanding that the path christ took is one that other
humans are expected to follow and that the hero in cards
works is thus a human on his or her path to godhood hence
the particular suitability ofscience fiction as a vehicle for cards
fiction since the attaining of godhood is one of the genres
most resonant themes collingssceilingssCeilingCollingceilingsss analysis here stops short of
some of its most interesting possibilities though whether out
of reluctance to spend even more time on the LDS angle in
a work of mainstream literary criticism or out of fear of over-
simplifying and perhaps overstating the relationship between
LDS theology and cards fiction is unclear on the whole
however collingssCollingss discussion is both clear and suggestive
and provides a good starting point for future criticism along
these lines

another element ofcards fiction that more or less demands
attention is his use perhaps overuse of the young boy
sometimes girl with extraordinary gifts who is exposed to

great suffering including the need to inflict cruelty loses his
identity as a child must be sacrificed or sacrifice himself in
order to save the community and at the end of the story either
dies or in more recent works must struggle to reattach himself
to humanity in order to live the child god with life and death
in his hands as collings describes him in his title to chapter 5

the pattern is that of the christ figure but has a broader
application as well it is the hero monomythmonomyth the archetypal
pattern described by joseph campbell northrop frye and
others or at least one variation on these patterns

the use of this pattern in cards fiction is the primary focus
of chapters 4 and 5 in which collings also responds to criti-
cisms of cards work as being too violent and lacking adequate
characterization although as collings points out cards char-
acters are consistently praised by those who like his work
collingssCollingss argument is that both the pain and the archetypal
overtones ofcards characters are part ofwhat gives them their
power cards use of these elements is neither trivial nor
simplistic but valid and complex justified not only in terms of
literary convention but also in terms of cards own fictive
worlds and their emphasis on individual and collective tran-
scendencescendence this last point is the particular focus of chapter 7
the kings house Is all the world building the crystal city

in which collings confronts the problems of the heros
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reintegration into the larger community at the end of the quest
and the need for individual experience to serve the communal
good such an emphasis runs directly counter to the practice
of much serious literature over the past hundred years or so
the hero has commonly been the artist whose alienation from
the community is featured not only as a cause of suffering but
as the mark of his or her special calling in cards fiction
however as in his criticism the hero and the artist both are
defined in terms of their function within the community and
must find their identity there in order for their lives and their
work to be complete

there are suggestions here ofa distinctly LDS poetics one
which sees the poet as one type ofhero even as a type ofchrist
figure but which like LDS theology thinks of that role less in
terms of difference than in terms of continuity with other
human beings thus the work of the maker whether he or she
is simply a shaper of stories and tales or like alvin maker a
creator of genuinely new things in the real world is to create
a community by teaching other people how to be makers
perhaps such a way of looking at the poetheropretheropoe thero is better
expressed through the particularly LDS image ofthe prophet
someone who while remaining human receives communica-
tion from god and is often called upon to sacrifice his life for the
community in light of cards view that it is through the telling
of stories that we create human communities such a poetics
might provide interesting insights into the larger question oftheodtheofthe
relationship of the individual and the community a problem
that is particularly vexing for a theology like ours which
simultaneously insists both on community solidarity the city
ofofzionzion imperative and on irreducible individual responsibil-
ity such ideas might also help move us beyond a relatively
narrow view ofwhatofwhat constitutes a mormon literature both in
terms of subject matter and stance

the development of such an LDS poetics is clearly beyond
the scope ofofcollingsscollingssCollingss work what this study does however
and does well is to raise a numberamumber of such issues and make a
convincing case for their importance without going too far
afield from its primary focus that is to provide a clear and
accessible interpretation of some of the most important fea-
tures of cards work on this score collingssCollingss bibliography of
cards works and of writing about him deserves particular
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mention for its carefulness and completeness though I1 did
notice two omissions billys box a short story published
in the friend under the name of byron walley 1 and star
pioneers a star show written for the hansen planetarium in
salt lake city2 it is to be hoped that collings will continue
to maintain and find publication outlets for updates to this
bibliography which constitutes a vital critical tool for anyone
interested in writing on cards work

unfortunately the editing and proofreading of this work do
not equal its scholarship there are several errors and inaccura-
cies eg missing lines in the preface and a reference to lewiss
seven book series chronicles of narnia as a five volume
treatise 8 and there is a general problem with repetition
on the one hand and a lack ofneeded information on the other
for example cards critical output and honors are described at
the beginning of both chapters 1 and 2 while the term
11critickalcritickalcritickal is not defined until the chapter after it has been

initially used overall it appears that the various chapters were
written as separate essays and only incompletelyintegrated into
a single work given the fairly hefty cost of volumes in this
series one would expect that greenwood press could devote
a little more editorial attention to their manuscripts

such problems however do little to decrease the overall
usefulness of the volume nor to detract from the interest of
its carefully thought out and persuasive discussions regarding
specific aspects of cards works As for the other point noted
earlier an unwillingness at some points to push critical argu-
ments as far as they could perhaps profitably be taken such
criticisms may ultimately reflect little more than the inevitable
difference in perspective between an author and any individual
reviewer what collings has done in any case is to open up the
field for future work one can only hope that future contribu-
tions will maintain the same high level of scholarship and care
that collingssCollingss work displays

NOTES

1 byron walley billys box friend 8 february 1978 14 16
2 script2scriptascript copyrighted in 1986


